
Energy remains one of the top categories driving supplement purchases, as consumers
increasingly look for solutions to help them manage a busy, active life. But it's not just about
physical energy; an emerging need to address mental energy is adding fuel to this category.
Here are some facts, stats, and solutions to help energize your beverages.

*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

of consumers report being
concerned about preventing
lack of energy/fatigue 

of millennials said they are
likely to buy a product
providing sustained energy 

80%

is defined as a mood, but also as an ability or willingness to
engage in cognitive work. Mental energy can be supported with
clinically demonstrated ingredients that help sustain alertness
and focus for productivity and performance benefits.

What's Next in Energy Drinks?
EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSY LIFESTYLES

83%65%

1-in-3
supplement users cite

“energy” as a reason for
taking dietary supplements

$108+ BIL

ENERGY DRINK
MARKET

LOOKING FOR CLINICALLY DEMONSTRATED,
NATURAL SOLUTIONS?

Xtenergy delivers science-backed
benefits for sustained mental
energy without the crash.     
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Mental energy
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†“Crash” as when mental energy (measured by alertness/attention) and mood generally decline within the first 5 hours after caffeine consumption.

†,7,* 8.9,10, 11,*

Let's discuss how to
energize your sales. 
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Clinically studied, award winning
enXtra is a caffeine-free alternative that
helps support alertness and focus.       

of caffeine users
indicate a willingness
to try a non-
caffeinated energy
product if it
provided the same
benefits for their
daily energy needs 4

Contact us now to request
beverage prototypes >>
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